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Chinips held hostage by budget
by Kristina Hansen
Editor

Central's new $2.2 million
psychology animal research
facility may sit empty because
~ there are no funds to move the
chimps in or operate the facility.
Central lost its bid for operating funds in the 1991-1993
biennium because construction delays postponed tire request, according to state Rep.
Gary Locke, D-Seattle,
chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee.
The estimated completion
date of the facility is May 8.
"Central tried to negotiate a
~ budget but it came in so late it
could not be considered," Locke
said.
Dr. Roger Fouts, psychology
professor and chimp lab research supervisor, was bitterly
disappointed by the l~ck of
~
operating funds.
"We are very disturbed with
the possibility ofnot being able
to move the chimps into a place
that would improve the quality of their lives," Fouts said.
The five chimps -Washoe,
Dar, Tatu, Moja and Loulis,
whose ages range from 27 to
15 -have not been outdoors
in 12 years, he said.
Central has made a request
of $200,000 in emergency
funds to Gov. Booth Gardner.
Cheryl Hutchinson, the
governor's deputy press secretary, said the governor received the recommendation
last Thursday and will need
two weeks to go over it.
Fouts said the plea for
$200,000 was reached after
earlier requests for $450,000,
the full-operational budget,. .

Left to Right; Washoe, Dar.and Loulls have not been outside In 12 years. If Central does not receive emergency funds
from the state, H could be another 12. The chimps are famous worldwide·for their high intelligence and their ability to
speak sign language.

and $270,000 were rejected. He
estimates the facility will require a minimum of $200,000
to operate for one year.
Fouts said he wasn't sure what
would happen ifthe request to
the governor was not approved.
Courtney Jones, Central's vice
president for business and financial affairs, said Central
may not receive the full
$200,000.
"We are hopeful we'll get
something," Jones said. "The
possibility of the building beingunoccupied is unacceptable.

It's untenable."
Money for construction came .
from capital funds approved
in the 1989-1990 state biennium.
Central noted its need for
operating funds in its request
for construction funds from the
House Committee on Capital
Facilities and Financing.
The university again tried to
obtain funds during the justcompleted supplemental session.
''We are facing a very serious
problem," Fouts said in the

request to Gardner. "Delaying
this most worthwhile endeavor
would cause great stress and
disappointment among many
of the citizens of this state."
Fouts said the facility could be
self-supported after this summer because it will receive
revenue from tours, seminars
and classes.
Revenue generated from peak
tourism months would a1low
the facility to assume full operations, Fouts said.
Currently, the chimps live in
four interconnecting cages to-

taling 300 square feet on the
third floor of the psychology
building. The new facility
would provide 7, 000 square
feet for them.
"The new building would
significantly improve conditions for the chimps by providing a humane and complex
environment for them," Fouts
said.
The facility has both indoor
and outdoor play areas, a
viewing area, work study offices, and conference rooms. '

Nelson sets agenda at faculty meeting
by Jill Johnson
Managing editor

Central's president, Dr. Ivory V.
Nelsoi:i, encouraged faculty participation in developing a strategic plan for
the university at what he termed a ·
"family meeting" with Central's faculty.
The meeting was the first opportunity faculty had to respond to Nelson's
three part proposal which includes to project a positive message about the
opening the lines of communication, university.
developing a strong core curriculum,
"Central is well, it's healthy and it's
and streamlining Central's academic all right," Nelson said.
.
departments.
However, Nelson did not shy away
Nelson asked the faculty for their from the university's need to change
help in the strategic planning process and establish a strong plan of action.
and encouraged them to come together
Nelson reminded the faeult~ of the

university's limited resources resultingfrom a 2.5 percent budget cut passed
down from the state legislature last
fall-only 25 percent of that cut was
taken this year, leaving the remaining
cutbacks for next year.
"We need to have a plan in place so
that when we allocate resources we

know the resources are being allocated
to what we consider the priorities of
this university," Nelson said.
Nelson's strategic plan proposal is
the first step in developing what he
hopes will become a ''bible"forCentral's
planning in the future.
He acknowledged that complete
agreement of the contents of that bible
is unlikely, but said, ''We'll at least
understand where we're all coming
from."
"Agreement is not needed, understanding is," he said.

See NELSON/page 2
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Nelson proposes comprehensive strategic plan
From NELSON/page 1
Agreement is far from likely,
especially if Nelson's recommended number of faculty
members for a department to
remain autonomous remains
unchanged.
In a memorandum sent to
faculty members, Nelson
stated, ''The size of the academic departm.e nt will be defined by 15 or more faculty."
Academic departments with
fewer than 15 faculty members have a possibility of becoming programs and merged
with other departments.
Many of Central' s staff feel
this merger would be a mistake.
Robert Bentley, professor of
geology, expressed his concern
regarding the possible elimination of his and other small
departments.
Bentley said a conglomeration of departments has been
tried in the past and resulted
in "utter chaos."
He is against the required 15
faculty members because the
amount of money that would
be saved by reducing the
number of departments, department chairs, and departmental secretaries would not

Wait Atkinson/The Observer

Nelson met with resistance when he proposed a 15 faculty
minimum for academic depanments to remain Independent.

be significant enough for the
massive restructuring Nelson
is proposing.
Nelson repeatedly stated that
nothing in his proposal was
carved in stone and said it was
intended as a starting point for
purposes of discussion.
He challenged the faculty to
come up with another number
if 15 wasn't realistic and to
help him develop a definition
for a department.
''You can not complain you
don'tlikeit,"he said. ''You must
replace it with something."
"Do not stand on the sidelines
and criticize."
Gerald Stacy, dean of graduate studies, encouraged faculty
members to look at the big picture and avoid "losing sight of
the forest because of one tree."
In contrast to the resistance
the idea of streamlining academic departments brought, .
Nelson was met with applause
and approval when he described the university's general
education requirements as a
"smorgasbord."
''We do not have a core curriculum, we have a smorgasbord," he said, and described a
core curriculum as a general
description of what every student who graduates from this
university will know.

"What we are preparing to do
is what many universities
have done previously," said
Gerald Cleveland, dean of the
school of business and economics.
"If we do not make some of
these changes and make some
of them soon, there will be a
higher opportunity cost in the
future,'' he said.
Nelson said he is prepared to
make changes, with or without
the faculty's help.
"I am charged by the Board
of Trustees to make a strategic plan for this university,"
Nelson said. He told the faculty
he wants to work with them
but is prepared to work without them. ·
Nelson also addressed the
upcoming visit by the National
Council for Teacher Education
(NCATE) this fall.
He urged faculty members to
be optimistic during the
NCATE evaluation, which is
an attempt by Central to regain accreditation for its
teacher preparation programs.
"NCATE is not the problem
of the department of education," Nelson said.
"It is the problem of Central
Washington University. Our
success is dependent on each
one of us," he said.

Garrity, Edington still ~aking big·bucks
Central's teachers' union upset by "golden parachutes," sends letter to state auditor's office
administrators who resign or
leave the university.
Arlt's letter included as atThe question of the legality tachments various public
of"golden parachutes" for de- documents containing, among
parting Central administra- other things, the new job detors is still under question by scription for former president
some of Central's faculty Donald L. Garrity.
Garrity, vrho resigned as
members.
Walter "Spike" Arlt, presi- presidentoftheuniversity, took
dent of the Central Washing- a job as "exchange professor"
ton University Federation of at Kijoto University in Kyoto,
Teachers, (CWUFT) has writ- Japan. According to CWUFT,
ten to the state auditor's office Garrity still makes the same
salary he made while serving
asking for an investigation.
The term "Golden parachute" as the university's president,
is used to describe compensa- about $106,000 a year.
Dr. Robert Edington,
tion packages for high-level
by Michael Radice
Co-editor

Central' s former provost, is still
collecting the same salary he
did as provost - $ 77 ,325 a
year, according to CWUFT.
Edington is now coordinator of
Central's Steilacoom Oenterin
Tacoma.

According to Arlt, this is
where the problem lies.
"We don't have a problem with
people being paid for the jobs
they do," Arlt said.
"But these people are being
paid for jobs they're not doing
anymore. That's abuse. That's
absurd. That's outrageous."
In a meeting with campus
faculty last week, President
Ivory V. Nelson said everything
concerning the "golden parachutes" for Garrity and
Edington is legal and that everyone should stop wasting
time dwelling on it.
"Maybe he knows something

Sieiicired
,•r·
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WIN A 5-FOOT COLLECTIBLE EASTER. RABBIT!
Clara O'Hare-A is her name, raffle tickets are $1 each, and all proceeds
· will be donated to The Chilllrm's Museum. Giveaway Date: April 18th.

APRIL l 7TH & 18TH-CUSTOM EASTER. BASKETS! Marian Gerrits
will be at the Stencilell Goo.re to personally custom design your Easter Basket.
OUR. VERY OWN "EASTER. RABBIT" iN'ILL DELIVER. THE BASKETS TO
You ON CAMPUS!
•

OPEN DAILY 8

a.:m. to 8 p.m. •

THE STENCILED GOOSE • 1714 Canyon Road • lEllcnsburg, WA 98926 • Phone: (509)925-9494
(~ #109off1-90111 Elle11.sb#'IJ-NIX:t to

the W.rut Bre11i Deli/Nrw T1J&1Uo St.tU,n &the FJlmsb#'IJ Best Western Inn)

I don't," Arlt said.
Arlt questions the ethics of
some of the administrators at
Central. ·For example, the job
of exchange professor that
Garrity took was never advertised, he said.
"It should have been, especially at $106,000 a year," Arlt
said.
"Are we (Central) an equal
opportunity employer?"
There are too many loopholes
in the system, Arlt said, adding
that they allow things like the
"golden parachute." ·
The bottom line is that these
expenditures are causing unnecessary financial strain on
Central, Arlt said.
In response to the letter sent
by Arlt to the state auditor last
February, Ivan Dansereau,
assistant chiefexaminer, noted
that given the nature of the
issues, "we believe it is necessary to obtain the assistance of
the attorney general's office
before commencing our investigation."
According to Dansereau, the
investigation will be incorporated into the normal audit of
Central that will take place in
June. Results of the investigation are expected by late summer.
CWUFT maintains that the
problem is mismanagement
which goes all the way to
Central's Board of Trustees.
"Bad management is costly,"
Arlt said.
"Students and faculty are
getting screwed by this."
"In their [administrators]
opinion, it's already a done
deal," he said.
"It's not a done deal as far as
we're [CWUFT] concerned."
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The Observer wins big in multi-state competition
·...·.·

.·.· .. ·.· .. ·.· .. ·.·. . ·.- .. ·.·.··.

.·

.

c.AMI>trs··t&nR.VIEws : .

(Sigh Up•sthe<I0.10~·· 1>osteQ. ::• · >.
tw9•· Week.s.fri.~4-V~riee) >>• >•·

by Michael Radice
Co-editor
At a competition sponsored

'.fA.~fiffo: Wi~h.iii~J'J.\ ·: by The Society of Professional
.Citizen·· Actioni{F'\J.IJ.9.f pirt Journalists, Central's newspa·
fime ·positions. }>oliticaV? ·.·. ·.· ·
ref'orm ori·· soCial•and ~eo~
}19#i#Justice i~sl:l&s/Alf< . . ·

gfff~~~V~ ~~}o ~?-C>t?-; ~ :;
•fAilHt··t4: Affi~B¢ifi a6tti~ ·
fc)od Products. Qoii.sumer··

product sales ~ ·BUsiriess and
.QoihmunicatiOri lJ}ajOrs.
'.*-April 15: ·. ··.·.. t .
mco. ConsthietfoffMa.n. ·.
~g~fu~n t Train~~$. Qoristruct;iohMgt/ Inajofs: \l'fav~It. · · ·•
fequfred>...:. · ·
( ·. <. . . . . ·•
fj\."pril 17:·s.:p. l:)EACON.
Loss control ·marfagemenL
:Loss .control m8,ri.~gemerit
riiajors.
··· ·
:-:::·::})·::·.- . : : .....·.

:.·<:~/{:)?'.:\:-:. . .

sc1Ioon1>tsmic'fS·

lNTERVIEWING · ·
*April rn: E-Plifata·sch0<>1
Distriet. Elemerifafy, .

·
middle· school, 6thgrade~ •·•
Language·Arts & Social
Studies, 7th grade Language

.Art~, p!E~High Scli<><>L .....

.

tAl>P.Li5: PuylllJ.#tfS~liool·
Di~trfot. ·A1F~1J.bjt:!cts &( •. . .
grade Ieve1s· en~o"fraged. ) >
(Jroup meeting atlPM, S'UB
104·?· •.·
. . • <.:.>.· ... ·••
~AP.ril16:· Por~.Atigeles ·

SChooI Distrlcfa·Elemen-

tal"Y~

S.ecoridary ~ :Ed §l>e~·. .•.··

per took third place overall for
non·daily campus newspapers
and second place in layout and
design.
The contest included five

states-Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, Alaska, and Montana
- and took place Saturday in
Kennewick, Wash.
Finishing first and second in
the competition were "The
Western Front" (Western
Washington University) and
''The Mast" (Pacific Lutheran
University), respectively.
Each school submitted three

issues for the competition.
The Observer staff submitted
the last issue of spring quarter, 1991, and two issues from
last fall, including its Hallow·
een edition.
The competition is held annually at different locations in
the Pacific Northwest.
Similar competitions are held
in other geographical regions

of the United States.
After a year of controversy at
Central involving The Observer, the staff was happy to
receive the award.
"It was nice to receive some
appreciation after all of the
negative criticism we have
received lately," said Jill
Johnson, managing editor for
The Observer.

Nelson gives student leaders advice for future
by Katy Anderson
News editor
Students who participated in
Central's second annual lead·
ership conference were given
advice about the future from
Central's president, Dr. Ivory
V. Nelson, who gave the opening speech.
Nelson's key points to students were, "Never risk more
than you can afford to lose."
But on the other hand, Nelson
said,"Don't risk the future by
not taking a little risk."
Students attended four dif.

ferent workshops throughout
the day, including a fashion
show put on by the Apparel
Marketing Club. Volunteers
from Student Activities also
added to the conference.
Workshop topics ranged from
"Leadership: Valuing Diversity," which involved topics on
promoting an unbiased work
and community environment,
and "Communication Tips for
Future Executives," a workshop on changing communication skills on your way up the
corporate ladder, to "Person·
alityTemperamentAnalysis,"

which emphasized the examination of the temperaments of
leaders.
The workshops were pre·
sented by faculty and staff
members from Central.
"The presenters were given
positive evaluations," Julie
Ottini, conference coordinator,
said.
Ottini, an economics major,
applied for the position of conference coordinator last fall
and said she started planning
for the conference right away.
"I was putting in about 12
hours a day the week before

the conference," Ottini said.
Ottini said that the conference was successful and a third
annual will also be planned
again for next year.
Funding for the conference
came from Student Activities
and a grant provided by University Relation & Develop·
ment and the University
Foundation.
King County Council mem·
her Ron Sims, who was sched·
uled to give the keynote ad·
dress, was unable to attend
due to family matters.

~ \:.

Household
~l;-.
Hazardous Waste
Round-Up
Keep your home and environment safe.

f

Bring old and unwanted household hazardous
waste products to a collection site near you.

UPPER COUNTY

ELLENSBURG AREA

April 2S, 1992

ifllilll:
t:5v~t'70 . com1>@1~~· fei>l"~§
s~n.t~ar

.. ·

·· · ·>'

>

>

9:30 am - 4:30 pm

Cle Elum/Roslyn
High School Parking Lot

Super 1 Foods
Parking Lot

Cle Elum

;Jl~!iitt,~li~

PJill~tli

May 2.1992

9:30 am - 4:30 pm

Ellensburg

*BRING*

*DON'T BRING*

Paints; Solvents; Thinners; Yard/Garden
Pesticides and Herbicides; Motor Oil;
Anti-Freeze; Degreasers; Batteries; Adhesives;
Cleaning Products; Hobby and Pool Chemicals;
Products Labeled Flammable, Corrosive,
Poisonous or Toxic.

Explosives, Industrial/Commercial or
Agricultural Wastes, Infectious Wastes,
Containers Larger than 5 Gallons

•Try to Keep Products in Their Original Containers
• Store Them So They Don't Tip Over in Transportation
• Do Not Mix Any Products
• Keep Materials Away From Passengers During Transport
• Handling Hazardous Materials Requires Care - Please ~e
~,
Patient If Yo~ Ex;erience Delays
\_,~

~

Call the Kittitas County ··
Health Department
962-7515

T~ head of the family is the one with the tail
/f/r.,.,,_ L;N'.
•••••• , ••••• ,

~:8\
~
. . . . . . . .Cl1'YS1111D8.ll:..

UN. .SAL.
................... ~

Daily 7:00 & 9:00 Also
3:00 & 5:00 Sat & Sun
"BETTER THAN 'HOME ALONE,'
'BEETHOVEN' IS ARARE JEWEL!"
- Bonnie Harvey, MOVIEGUIDE

· ~observer
Thunday, April 9, 1992
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G~v. BoothGatdnerlast week signed into l~w a biHIIla~i~g·

p~ntral

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Onlookers watch (L-R) President Ivory Nelson, Consul General Shinsuke Hirai, and
garden designer Masu Mizuno, as they prepare to dedicate the Japanese garden.

Nelson, Hirai dedicate garden
special thanks to all those involved in its completion and
pointed out that it is the only
Japanese garden on a university campus in the state.
Nelson also expressed sadness
that the founder of the J apanese garden, Donald Garrity,
Central's former president,
could not see the final result of
his idea.
''We regret the Garrity's are
not here," Nelson said.
"This garden will stand for
decades as a symbol of their
commitment to international
understanding."
Japanese Consul General
Hirai followed Nelson's speech
by expressing his pleasure at
the number of people who attended the ceremony and with
the garden itself.
"I am very impressed by the
great progress in building this
wonderful Japanese garden,"
Harai said.
"It symbolizes the Central
Washington University commitment and policy of the internationalization of the U.S."
Maso Mizuno, designer of the
garden, said the idea behind

by Michelle Miller
Staff reporter

The official kick-off for
Central'sJapan Week celebration came Monday with the
formal dedication of the new
Japanese garden located in the
center of the university's campus.
Japan Week commemorates
the signing of a sister city and
county friendship agreement
between Kittitas County and
the Japanese city of Sanda.
The ceremony, which was directed by Professor Stephen K.
Ainsworth, director of International Programs, was attended by over 200 people.
Central President Dr. Ivory
V. Nelson and Japanese Consul General Shinsuke Hirai cut
the ribbons across the gate,
signifying the garden's opening.
Nelson opened the ceremony
by welcoming all the people in
attendance, especially the
Japanese delegation from
Sanda.
He spoke about the work that
went into the garden, giving a

the garden was to create a
tranquil place of privacy and
intimacy, a rarity on a college
campus.
Mizuno was proud of the job
the garden workers did, and
with the results.
"Nice, very many cherry blossoms," he said before the ceremony.
Jimi Vernie, chair of the
"Friends of the Garden," said
the group is open to anyone
who wishes to contribute time
or money to the garden. She
said there is room for anyone
who would like to donate time
and talent to the garden.
The garden was created as a
place for people to sit and relax. A place to unwind from a
stressful day or just to sit and
think.
The price tag for this little bit
of Japanese culture was about
$250,000, which came from a
government allocation for
campus improvement and donations from several Japanese
organizations.
Visitors are welcome to use
the garden anytime from 7 am
until dark.

respoI)Sible for the cost of fire protection provided by
the city ofEllensb~rg.< .· .
. ...· ....... · / . . ·. . . . < / >
.· Itmeans the tinivefsity will have to pay for fire protection /
()"l].t of i~~ o'f\'.? b\ld~e~ instead of state funds. ·.
...... .
.• ,Itrnay ~lsotnea.n i11~rease.dcosts for students; .· .. ·. . . . .·
•. rrre la\V, which changes how cities are reimbursed for
P!ovidingfiJ~P~()t¢ption for state facilities located withi#
their b?r,~ei8:, for?~~> Central and the City of Ellensburg~()
pegotia~~ the pric?. < .·. . ..
.. .
•·. ·. >> <
<"It putgboth of u~ at the table to work toward an agreell}ent
\Ve call }iye )\'ith," said Larry Carpenter, Ellensburg'sinteriill
. citym~na.g~r· <·•····· (< • . . ·•.. .·. . ·.............·. .· •...·.·... ••··••··•
/
UntiJ.11o'o/,•Ce11tra.l has not ~ad to pay for fire protectioppu~
?fits bU.dge,tp~caus,e thel)gl was paid by the ·state . Depa~t..•\ <
lllent ofCo1'J..1Jlunity .Development... !he state has been < >< ·•·
paying al>O\lt $~9,000 a ye.ar for fire protection; the city's
annua.~ fire de~~rtll1eilt budget is more than $1 million. • >
City officia]s, \Vho ~aid that this was not enough, sued...the
~tate tot~cover th~ a.ctual .cost provi~ing fire protectionfor •/.
tile uJiive}"sit)'; ·'JJie city \Voriits case,butth~ <Iecisioni§ / •
Jjeing app·e.aleci.>ln the suit, the.court rejecte~ Cen.tral'~. <<
claim that the pps~ of fire protection is offset by other, indi- < ·
rect be11efi~s ~"he.<11niyersityprovidesthe city~ .. ·•· · ·•.· .. ·
<·
.· Courb1ey Jones, pentral's v.ice president for business a11cf
financial affairs; ~id passage of the bill was expected. < f .
<''Weye·aJreadyb7gun the negotiating process with the cit)',,,
he said~ > ·.·.· .••.. ·•• \ > . . .
-< .. · . . .·..
•
?
Jon~s ~Eiid he. .e~J>ects the additional fi~e protection mo11ey <
~llco~~. frotl1 8. J1UJ'Ober of areas, such as the generaJ hl1<lget
and the ~tuderit11~ionfund . .•....•.····•··.· . · ••· . .· ..................... • • . < ///···•••<< ·
'"fhere "YiHJikely pe an added cost to students iri housil1~L
·,nd diriil1g }'}all feest Jonessaid~ ..·· . . > .. ·.•. . . ·...... > / ...
Jone~ e¥J>l.aine~ that the increases wilJ not show up neJtt/
year ~e~li~~ethose.f'~es have already beenfixed. He saicfthe
change§ ~ould take effect in 1994.
··

COPYRIGHT POLICY FOR COMPUTER.PROGRAMS
Appropriate Use of University Information Technology Resources Policy

2·2.1 Cqznisbt poljc;y for rnmputgr pmmms
It is 1he policy of Cennl Washington University lo adht!re·~o lhe
provisions of copyright laws in the area or compuler programs.
Though there continues 10 be controversy regarding in1erpre1a1ion of
those copyright laws, the following procedures represent a sincere
elTon to operate legally. Therefore, In an dfon 10 di5C<>11rage violation
or copyright laws and to prevent such Illegal 1etivilies:

2-2.8.l
Universily faculty, adminiSll'lton, s11fT, and students wul be upected
10 adhere to the provisions of Section 117 of Title 17 of the United
S111es Code to allow for the makin& of a beckup copy or oompu1er
propams. That statute states, In pan:

" ... ii is not an infringement for the owner of a copy l'f"

~omputer

program to make or authori~e the making or another copy or
adaptation of that computer program provided:
a. That such a new copy or adaptation is ~t:ated as an essen1ial step in
the utilit.ation of the computer program in conjunction v1ith a machine
and th1t it Is used in no other manner, or
b. That such a new copy and adaptation is for archival p~rposes only
ond thal all archival copies arc destroyed in the event that continued
possession of that computer program should cease to be rightful." ·

2-2.8.2
When sortwarc is to be used on a disk sharing system, e··rons
made to secure this software from copying.

wn oe

All University faculty, administrators, staff, and students, by vlnue of their use
of Cennl Washington University infonnation technology resources, accept
the responsibility of using these resources only for appropriate University
1ctivities.
lnfonnation technology resources include computing, 1c:lephony, and
television/video resources. ·

~There

are various other policies, laws, and licenses related to
infonnation technology resources including the following:

•The section of lhe Faculty Code on Consulting and Outside Work.
• The University's Policy on Copyright and Royalties_

• Computing R:liOUrceS arc defined as computing staff, hardware, s;iftwarc:,
networks (including 1hc "B" jack), labora1oric:s, databases, files, Information,
lic.cnscs, contracts, network bandwidth, funds, uscmuncs, passwords,
documentation, disks, llld t1pes.
• Telephony resoun:cs arc defined as staff, hudware, softwarC. networks
(including the •A• jack), switches, telephones, answering machines, wiring
panels, files, infonnation, licenses, con!!'acts, network bandwidth, funds, and
documentation.
• Television/video resources are defined as stall, hardware, networks
(including the video jack), video cameras, video tape, production and postproduction equipment and focili1ies; laboratories, licenses, contracts, network
bandwidth, funds, and documentation.
Appropriate University activities include:
• All appropriate infonnation technology activities of enrolled students
directly related to class assignments from University faculty:
• All appropriate infonna1ion technology activities of the faculty,
administrators and staff directly related to ins1ruc1ion, research, public service,
and adminis1rn1ion:

2-2.8.3
University owned or licensed software may not be u~d. copied. or
disuibuted in any manner in violation of license agreem ~nls or laws.
University computing resource~ and computing resources u'ed on
Univenity property m:I' not be used in any manner ln coJpy or
distribute software in ' 'iolation or license agreements or laws.

• Extra-ordinary infonnation lcchnolog)' activities as may from lime to time be
approved in writing in advance by the appropriate infonnation technology
rt'IOurce director 10 addrrss special need~.

2-2.8.4
The legal or insurance prorection of the University will 1101 be
elttendcd to faculty, administrator.<, staff, and studenrs "'ho violate
copyright laws.

• Commercial use:

2-2.8.5
Nolhing in this policy shall be deemed 10 apply 10 rnmputer program~
or software products which lie within the public domain

Usen who~ uncertain about the propriety of 1 puticular use should
-n:quest an Interpretation llld approval from the appropriate infonnation
tec;Mology resoun:e director In writing in adv1nce.

Appropri:ue University activities do not include activi1ies such as:

• Personal use unrelated .to Univer.;ity activity;
• Uses or infom1ation technology resources (even is appropriale protection has
not been provided) which:
• Waste, misuse, or abuse infonnation technology resources:
•Maliciously destroy, ahcr, ur make inaccessible information technology
resources or infomi.11ion technology-based infonnation or the integrity thereof;

I" The University's Copyright Policy for Computer Programs_
•Section 1030 of the U.S. Qiinl11al Code, lhe 19&6 Computer Fraud
llld Abuse Act.
•The Copyright Act of 1976.
•The Stale or Washington Telecommunications Fraud Act of 1990
CSSB 6572).
• Licenses for computer software.
Computer Services is responsible for insuring that the University's
computing resources arc properly used and protected. It makes every
reasonable effon IQ maintain the in1egri1y, security, and privacy of the
· resources and of users' electronic files, mail, records, and activities.
Viruses, "hacker" attacks, "Trojan Horse", and account intrusion may
trigger alam1 that result in more intensive investigations by Computer
Services to insure the ~ecurity of our computing resources.
When appropriate and with good reason, authorities (faculty, managers,
auditors, etc.) may examine user's computer files, electronic mail,
activities, records, etc. Misuse or abuse of infonna1ion technology
resources may result in the immediate suspension of all information
technology privilege~ and referral to appropriate authorities.
In order to monitor such examination. there is hereby established an
ovenighl commillce composed of the Associate Prm·ost, The Chair or
the Faculty Senate. the Business Manager. the President or the ASCWlJ
Board of Directors, and thc Chair of the Academic Computing
- Committee, who will chair the Oversight Commiuec and rcpon to the
Presidenl. The purpose of thc committee is lo provide for an
independent, periodic review of the use of the examination authority
described in the above paragraph. Those exercisinl! exaininalion
authority will submit to Commiuee afler-the·fact a notice of such
examination and the reason therefore. The conunittec will not have
authorily 10 approve, disapprove. or direct el\aminations but will limit
itself to a review of such examinatic-ns. and may at its discretion make
reports to the President.
Approved by the President's Advisory Council: October 5. 1990.

· (This is a paid advertisement)

•Compromise the security, rights, or privacy of the University, people, or
• lheir information technology resources.

<
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Police
beat
By Andy Martin
Staff reporter

On Saturday, the Ellensburg Fire Department responded to a fire, in the first
floor men's restroom, at the
SUB. The fire was put out
before the fire units arrived
but the building was evacuated
until the smoke cleared out.
There are no suspects, in the
incident, but the investigation
is continuing, according to
campus police.
Saturday at Nicholson Pavilion a female was assaulted,
by another female. The woman
suffered a small bruise on her
forehead as a result of the assault, according to campus
police.
Campus police assisted a
student who was havinga hard
time breathing, on Saturday.
The student's roommate called
police when he saw that his
roommate was having problems. The student was transported to Kittitas Valley Comm unity Hospital, by ambulance.

LEARN ABOUT LAW SCHOOL
Informational Meeting and Admissions Fair
Time: Monday, April 13, 1992
4 pm to 7 pm
Place: Meany Tower Hotel, Condon Room
4507 Brooklyn Avenue NE
Seattle, WA

*Earn direct CWU credit
* Language Classes
*Elective courses taught in English
* Excursions
* Homestay/apartment arrangement

Admissions fair allows you to talk to the
law school recruiters and pick up application forms
and literature on their schools.

PARTICIPATING LAW SCHOOLS
All participating law schools are approved by the American Bar Association

California Western
Golden Gate
Gonzaga University
Lewis and Clark College
Pepperdine
Santa Clara Uniyersity

Southwestern University
University of Puget Sound
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
Whittier College
Willamette University

ATHENS, GREECE

Open to all students and alumni of colleges
and universities in this area

NEED CASH?
_

·

For more information:
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Everybody needs your help sometimes,
Jeffery needs your help all the time.
~:r11;~t~=f.
Jeffery is a hemophilliac, like thousands
4)
;
!'~:--:·
of other children. Jeffery needs 300

Jl\.~. ./ ~ _'~.:
. plasma donations
every.year, just to live
·
~ a normal life.
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THERAPEUTIC

.

$1 QQ+/MONTH

.\:
aleha@
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Applications due May 1, 1992

Nomi Pearce
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor
Office of International Programs
Nanum Complex; CWU
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Telephone: 963-3612

I -

Bring ad for -

I

I$5.00 New Donor Bonus I

L

~ith Student l.D:_

_J

CORPORATION

26 S. 2nd Street Yakima 457-7878
Hours: Mon .. Sat
7:00 - 3:00
Wed
7:00 - 5:00

ADELINE'S
• Taco Tuesday

MUSIC

Underground
WED and FRI
$1. 75 Pitchers
Wednesday Nights

8-10p.m.

5-9

p.m.

·Daily Lunch
Specials
·Ladies 'Nite
Every Thursday

315

The Central Washington University Housing Services Department has several projects requiring
temporary positions in painting and custodial areas. Preference will be given to CWU employees
(permanent, student and temporary), and persons who will be enrolled as full-time students at Central,
Fall Quarter 1992.
To qualify, applicants must be at least 18 years of age, able to perform physical labor and need to
_possess a valid Washington State motor vehicle operator's license. In compliance with the
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, CWU requires evidence of both identity and
employment eligibility as a condition of employment. The nature of this work also requires, as a
prerequisite to employment, that a background investigation be conducted on the successful
candidates. Information obtained from background inquiries will not necessarily preclude
employment, but will be considered in determining the applicant's character, suitability and
competence to perform in the position applied for and may result in a denial of employment.

If you are a student at CWU spring quarter 1992 and plan to enroll for fall 1992, apply at the Housing
Services Office, Button Hall or at the Student Employment Office in the Naneum Modular (south of
Wilson and North Halls). Applicants who are fil!l CWU students should apply through Personnel
Services in Bouillon Hall, Room 139. Return applications by 5 p.m., Friday, April 24, 1992.
PAINTER AIDE*
$6.80/HOUR
Work primarily includes painting the interior and exterior of Housing Services' buildings. Personal
small hand tools are required for this position. These positions will start Monday, June 15, 1992 and
terminate September 22, 1992. The work shift will be 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., with a half-hour lunch
break from 12 noon - 12:30 p.m.
CUSTODIAL AIDE*
$6.00/HOUR
Applicants must have ability to perform physical labor and be available to work on weekends.
Applicants will be expected to dress neatly. No shorts, tank tops, halter tops or open-toed footwear are
allowed for safety reasons. Typical work includes sweeping; mopping; vacuuming; floor refinishing;
opening buildings and preparing them for use; maintaining building security; moving furniture;
changing lightbulbs; emptying trash; stripping beds; laying out linen; wiping furniture; oiling
furniture and all wood surfaces; washing windows; raking leaves, grass and other debris as needed;
rinsing sidewalks, driveways and exterior of buildings; etc. All successful applicants must attend a
two-hour training session and have a photo taken for an identification tag during May 1992. These
positions are expected to begin the week of finals (no later than June 13) and terminate September 18,
1992. The work shift will be from 7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., with a half-hour lunch break from 11:00 a.m.
- 11:30 a.m.
*Footwear made of leather, or other firm-quality material, must be provided at the employee's expense and
worn at all times. Depending on the nature of the work, any employee may be directed to wear strap-ons
or steel-toed footwear.

NOTE: No annual leave will be granted during appointment. Salary is at rate shown.
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EDITORIAL
Central's rebirth
"There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more
perilous to conduct or more uncertain in its success, than to
take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things."
-Niccolo Machiavelli ·
How appropriate that our new president takes office
spring quarter. Birth, rebirth and hope are tightly woven
within spring-time symbolism. People look to this time of
year as a chance.for new beginnings - a time to clean one's
house.
Our house is getting cleaned and it's long overdue.
Dr. Ivory V. Nelson may be Central's opportunity for
rebirth and may hold a glint of hope to get this university
back on track. It's exciting to finally have an office with a
real officer, not an acting officer or an interim officer.

~\W~~
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-"HOW TO PID.SE
EVERYONE WITH

Nelson's plans for Central, no matter how sensible, will
be met with resistance and hesitancy - nobody likes
change, it's threatening. People don't like it when someone
rocks the boat. But t}le fact' is, our boat has been taking on
water for some time and is in need of repairs.

No one wants his/her program or department axed. No
one wants to see positions cut. No one wants student jobs
eliminated. But the fact is, it has to be done and someone
has to be the heavy.
That's why Nelson gets the big bucks - it's his job to be
the heavy.
If the cuts make this university better, then it has to be
done. If the changes don't work, if Nelson's plans are a bust,
then people can complain -not that they need our
permission.

Let's give the guy a chance, see how it flies, and then if
his plans crash and burn we can get mad. But until then,
Nelson only has the responsibility to make us aware of his
plans and then ask people to get involved.
If the time comes when his changes are not productive,
he will then have to be accountable to each and every
person on this campus for his plans. Then, and only then,
can this university and its people scream for answers and
complain w1til they're blue in the face.

Kristina Hansen, editor
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LESSON A.
HOW TO PR.AW

THE FIGURE...

LETTERS
Former student
proud of Central
To the editor:

The only way to repair Central's morale and image
problems is to tum everything upside down, see what
doesn't stick, and then fix it. Is that simple enough for
everyone?

Movrn

~~~t,<\L.

A POUT/CALLY

In recent months, Central has gone through what some
would call a slight public relations problem. Everything
from the demise of racial equality to students not receiving
an education has been placed on Central's doorstep.
As Nelson takes the esteemed position of president, he
takes on many deep-seated problems, animosities and
contempt.

..-.-...-_

I am writing this letter on
an island, about 2,500 miles
south of Hawaii, so beautiful
with undisrupted miles of
white sandy beaches, birds
singing songs, waves crashing endlessly toward the
shore, friendly people sitting
under coconut trees, on the
beach with smiles totally
identifying with ap. islander.
This is my sweet home,
Kosrae Island, Micronesia.
This is what I had to give up
about a decade ago in hot
pursuit for a post secondary
education.
I still can vividly remember
the culture shock I went
through as I arrived at
Central. I was totally lost
and started making plans to
return to my natural environment. But my roommate,
Fred Green (Bellevue) helped
out in many ways, and I
adapted to the life at Central.
Fortunately, I hung in there

to have graduated :in Political
Science/Law and Justice (84).
Now I am back on the island
so proud of Central.
I was an instructor at a
Micronesian college, and I am
presently the Chief of Police
for Kosrae State (an island).
In addition, I am the president for the Micronesian
Chief of Police Association,
which includes Palau,
Marshall, Yap, Truk, Pohnpei
and Kosrae Islands.
Thank you for printing this
letter. I know many Central
students (1981-1984) can still
remember me. I want to hear
from them and here is my
address:
Heinrich Palik
Chief of Police
Kosrae State Government
Tofol, Kosrae Island
Federated States of
Micronesia, 96944

Sincerely,
Heinrich Palik
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The Observer, the official
student newspaper at Central
Washington University, is a
laboratory newspaper
produced in conjunction with
the school's Communication
department.
The Observer is distributed
each Thursday when school
is in session, except for
holidays, finals weeks and
summer quarters.
Signed editorials and
cartoons represent the
author's opinion; unsigned
editorials represent the
majority of The Observer's
editorial board.
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Censorship by
any other name
To the editor:
Despite protests to the
contrary, House Bill 2554,
relating to the sale of "erotic"
sound recordings, is not an
attempt at censorship.
Current state law, dating
back to 1969, defines a
process by which certain
sexually explicit materials
may be found by a judge to be
inappropriate for minors.
Those materials are defined
as "printed material, photographs, motion pictures and
other materials."
House Bill 3554 merely
adds "sound recordings" to
existing language - nothing
more.
The point is: state and
federal law makes a legal
distinction between adults
and minors.
Current state law discourages vendors from selling
hardcore pornography to
children in magazine, film or
video form.
Again, HB 2554 simply
amends current statutes to
include sound recordings.
Sound recordings found
through judicial process to
contain "adult" material will
be labeled as such, but will
continue to be available to
minors accompanied by
parent or guardian.
I have grave concerns about
the hatred and violence
against women espoused in
the recordings I reviewed,
and I believe that citizens
have a right to a judicial
process through which
minors' access to such mate, rial could be limited.
I would add further that my
record speaks for itself. I
have opposed throughout my
years as a legislator any and
all infringements on constitu-

tional rights.
I will continue to do so. For
this reason, HB 2554 is
drafted in such a way that
its constitutionality is virtually guaranteed.
Although I am delighted to
see our constitutional freedoms championed so enthusiastically, I am disappointed
that so little care has been
taken to get the facts straight
on the legislation.
Sincerely,
Richard A. King

A call for a
neW student
president
To the editor:

over $4,000 a year for being
our student president.
That is a lot of money to
give someone.
Joe King, Washington state
Speaker of the House, told
myself and a couple of my
friends that Central was
"poorly represented at the
capital."
To prove Eric is a pretty
poor leader let us look at the
trip to the capital myself and
many other students took
part in last quarter.
I, along with many other
students, was under the
impression we were going to
the capital to speak out
against the tuition raise.
I was wrong. All we did was
take a tour of the capital and
learn some history about the
buildings. I took the same
field trip when I was in fifith
grade, and I learned more
back then.
Thank you President Peter
for wasting our money and
time.
I could go on and on telling
the students about "King
Eric" and his bloops and
blunders, but I won't. I don't
want to inflict cruel and
unusal punishment on the .
poor chap.
However, I will say it is
time to "clean house."
We need to eliminate the
"brain dead politics and
polices," and the "lazy
beaurcrates" this university
has become famous for. It is
time to adbicate "King Eric."

Is Eric Peter above the law?
Does he have too much
power?_These are a few
questions my friends and I
have.
The student government is
set up to represent the
students. It was set up to be
our voice. It was not set up
for people to run for office
just because they will be
paid.
Eric Peter receives money
for being the student presiAaron G. Reardon
dent of Central. Eric.receives

S
T
FUND RAISING
PROGRAM
F

A

Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to s1000 in one
week. Plus receive a slCXX>
bonus yourself. And a FREE

WATCH just for calling 1-800-

Students
would rather
complain than
participate

that the world is coming to an
end.
I'm no journalist, but I
thought a newspaper was
supposed to be objective. The
Drainage Ditch Review is not
objective. In fact, I don't think
I've ever seen a more biased
rag in my 23 years on this
To the editor:
ecologically-spent planet.
I have to admit though, when
Congratulations on your
I feel like laughing, there's
award, announced in today's
nothing quite like turning the
Yakima Herald-Republic and recycled pages of the wannasponsored by the Society of
be alternative newspaper of
Professional Journalists:
modem time.
Third Place in the All-Around
Sometimes, after I read it, I
Category for Non-Daily
· turn out the lights. I imagine
Campus Newspapers, 1991.
I'm on Capitol Hill or in
While we rejoice with you,
Bellingham. I pretend my hair
we are led to draw only one of is greazy and long. I wear
two possible conclusions
birkenstocks in my mind. I
concerning the con test:
say groovy, and I mean it.
Either there were only two
When I turn the lights on,
contenders or illiteracy is
I~m spent. I Feel good and I
more widespread that we
have the Drainage Ditch Rethought.
view to thank for it. NOT!
Take a hint buys and girls. If
Alex Whitman Pistorese and
you're gonna call yourself a
Eugene J. Pistorese, english
NEWSPAPER, why not try
students.
doing -some of the things a
newspaper does.
For example, leave opinion
on the opinion page.

Reader misses
point of
"other" paper

Sincerely,
Michael Clinton

To the editor:
I just picked up the latest
edition of the Drainage Ditch
Review.
I have one question. What's it
all about? I consider myself
socially aware. Butc'mon. How
many times do we have to hear

Spring is_·in the air and
it's time to get out of the hou~e.
Come into The University Store and see our display of
books on spring sports and recreational activities.

932-0528 Ext 65.

Whether you're thinking of planting a vegetable garden,
or landscaping your yard or flower bed,
The University Store can help.
We have a wide variety of books to assist you
with all of your gardening needs.

HOT'92
SWIMWEAR .

DON'T FORGET ... EASTER IS APRIL 19th!
Stop by The University Store and see our selection of ·
Easter books and stickers - they make weat gifts for the holiday.

~ittoria's

I.ate

• BIKINI UNDERWIRES • ONE PIECE
• THONG BIKINI • VELVET BIKINIS
A FINE LINGERIE & BATH BOUTIQUE
962-LACE
406 N. PEARL ST., ELLENSBURG

Washington Sta~e
Employees Credit Union*
Your Natural Financial Resource
Right now, historic low rates make borrowing an
attractive option for taking care of life's necessities,
whether it's a new truck, van, or car for transportation;
building, buying, or remodeling your home; or
purchasing furniture, appliances or a computer.
You'll find affordable, lower-than-ever interest on home
and consumer loans when you stop in or call one of
WSECU's friendly, knowledgable loan officers.
Eastern Washington & Nationwide
1-800-551-4256

f2tlWASHINCiTON STATE
•

EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION

Your natural financial resource.
tiJTle, part-time, and temporary school faculty, staff,
ent employees are eligible for membership.
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ETC.
Totally Pauly: Growing up in the comedy clubs
of "these two loser kids in the
Valley," Shore said, who are
'~ustchillin" in character David
Morgan's (Sean
This totally buff Weasel with
a crusty mop chillin' on his Astin) backyard,
melon is getting ma-ay-jor where a pool is being excavated.
laughs from the college men in
"They hit this
the crowd.
block
ofice, and find
''Tell me if this sounds familthis
frozen
caveiar -'Pump the keg, man. No
man,"
Shore
said.
foam, dude.m Wild applause.
"And I'm actually
Pauly Shore continues. "Par- the intelligent one,
ents pay 15, 20, $30,000 a year, and I'm into this
kid comes back and all he
prehistoric thing,
knows how to do is bank ·a so we clean him up
quarter in a glass."
and make him one
Stoney, dude. ·
It's been more than a year ofusandmyfriend ,~,.
Dave (Astin) uses
since "the Weasel" released his
the caveman at
first comedy album, ''The Fuschool to get the
ture of America," (of which the babes and stop beabove is an excerpt) and pop
a loser."
culture researchers are still ing"Encino
Man"
scratching their heads.
came about as part
Is this 21-year-old comedian/ of a three-film deal
actor/MTV
veejay
Shore has signed
extraordinare really a sign of with Hollywood
what's to come?
Pictures. Although
If Shore's growing appeal to
Shore
hasn't seen
.
both the teen-age and college the completed
film yet and
crowds is any indi~ation, doesn't know ifhe's completely
Webster may need to start satisfied, odds are he's going to
consulting him for future edi- like the results since he primations.
Although Shore's name isn't rily rewrote the original script.
"Originally, they just wanted
new -nor is his totally Valley me
in the movie, and I read the
dude attitude and language script and it sucked," Shore
his immediate future has be- said.
come increasingly bright.
The filmmakers also wanted
Currently, he's preparing for Shore
to play the part of the
the Memorial Day release of
caveman.
"I didn't want to
his film "Encino Man," the story
by Amy Reynolds
College Press Service

ITHE .Crossword
ACROSS
1 Bernhard!:
6 "Dragnet"
Jack
1O Netter Lend I
14 Aspen kin
15 Toward shelter
16 Off ice note
17 Jack-of·all
trades
19 Malay craft
20 Upon
21 Winged
22 Impetuous
23 Angelic prop
25 Wild plum
27 Goddess 1>f
recklessness
30 College VllP
32 Christian
creed
36 Hilly distruct
in Eng.
38 Colonizes
40 Field: Lat.
41 Saxon legis·
la tu re
42 Notnow
43 Fla.cape
45 Hollow ro1::k
46 Tars
47 Coin stop11>ed
on
49 Meth.
50 Legal abbr.
52 Jade
54 Reporter c1uery
5i Old language
59 Light giver
63 Shanker
64 Some appll·
ances are
66 Rainbow
67 Basin
68 Oneat59 ·Prove
70 Spreads hay
71 Jason's wife

play the caveman because . it
didn't talk. Language is my
whole thing," he said.

currently working on an animated series for television tentatively called "Here Comes the
Weasel."
The Weasel's
success thus far
isn't a surprise to
family
and
friends. Shore
grew up at the
Comedy Store,
the premiere
comedy clubs in
California and
Las Vegas owned
by his mom,
Mitzi. Shore's
father, Sammy
Shore, did standup comedy as an
opening act for
Elvis.
Shore often recounts childhood
memories
of
Robin Williams,
Richard Pryor
Pauly Shore
and Billy Crystal
-comedians who
hung out at his
Although language is Shore's house after shows and babywhole thing now, primarily 'sa t -and says he knew
through his MTV show "To- "Arsenio, Dice, Kini son. and
tally Pauly," Shore said, "I Howie" before just about anydon't want to be 'Totally Pauly' one else.
The comedian with the most
my whole life."
In addition to future films, impact on his career has been
Shore is planning to release a Sam Kinison. Shore used to
follow-up comedy recording to feed Kinison free burgers at
"The Future of America," part age 14. Kinison hired Shore as
of a multi-record deal he has his opening act on 1990 to resigned with Sony~G and is turn the favor.

In his stand-up show now,
Shore isn.'t nearly as foulmouthed as his friend, and in
his jokes about sex he promotes the use of condoms.
In fact, condom use is perhaps the one area in which
Shore has taken a more serious tone -well, as serious as
he gets. He has be~n fighting
the major networks' policy to
not air condom ads and in a
1991 Los Angeles Times
opinion piece, he talked about
becoming a national spokesman for the cause.
"People need to hear the
message," Shore wrote. "Use
condoms, have safe sex, get
tested, don't take risks. But
they need to hear it from some
beat-up looking dude who
looks like he's had sex, saying,
'Put the rubber on man.'
Someone like me who can be a
real role model for the average
horny kid."
The Weasel a role model?
As Shore has so eloquently
explained, "I look like I have
sex, ya know? I'd like to say
'Yo, this is Pauly for Weasel
Condoms,' or whatever, but
make it funny ... I think rubbers are actually cool. Instead
of making a big deal about
wearing rubbers, I think it
should be like a trend. Like
wearing Reeboks or something. 'Hey, check out my new
rubber, Bub.'"

·---b_v_H._K_er_m_1tJ_,_ck_so_n_

ZUCch n Sunday
Try it! Ifs fun, and Easy! It's rally easy! It's too easy! Wuaay too easy!!

Zuc-chi•ni Sun-clay /zu-'ke-ne/ /sun-dae/ n 1: any given
Sunday upon which a person or persons talces on the
characteristics of a ground squash 2: any S~ay w~~ a
person or persons acts as a vegetable, ~1!11Ilg a lmng
organism, but possessing no mental capab1hues or
thought processes

11:11 pm Eat something, then
go-directly to the couch and
locate the TV remote control.
Now get a good grip on it. Sit
back. Ready:.. watt!

Prcparin9 Younclfi
Pick a Sunday when you have
to get stuff done. Then stay
up really late Saturday night
doing naughty things.

11:37 pm O.K get it aver
with. Tell yourself you're going
to do something productive
later today. Navv flip through
every channel.

©1992, Tribune Media Services

DOWN
1 Epic tale
2 Help a felt>n
3 Vegas rival
4 Heb. letter
5 Pronoun
6 Stuck-up
cover
7 Essayist Lamb
8 Def eats
9 Palm seed
10 Curse
11 Miss Miles
12 Stagg name
13 Netter Yannick
18 Rhine
tributary
24 Commercials
26 OPEC's pride
27 Radar planes
28 Forum wear
29 Miss Verdugo
31 Wanderer
33 Group char·
acter

34
35
37
39
41
44
45
48
51
53

Badly off
Serfs of old
Playwright
Campaigns
Most tender
Pet doc
Part of Eur.
Coinage site
Certain
student
Cream of the
crop
Legal paper
Speedy rodent
Rara C
f
are or
Amino "Auntie-"
Entreaty

54
55
56
58
60
61
62
65 Herd head

Answers
on pg. 16

8.-00 pm Good job! Nap time!

Watch T.V. • Pick Your Toa • Yawn
• Sit • Lay • Lean • Flatulatc • Go
to the Bathroom • Drink Juice •

Walrus
Scratch-n-Sniff
(try if you dare)

Stay still • Stare • Look Into die
Refrigerator • Burp • Slap •
Grunt • Scratcll Younclf • Eat •
Rat • Chill • Hang • Pllly Vidn
Gilma • Exist • Make Up Stupid
cartoons •Stratcll •Pick Your
Teeth • Squint At The Clock

•••

Stand for Too Long • ExcrciH •
Think About Excrdsc • Walk Fast

• Run • lump • Diva • Slid• •
lullcl A House • Partidpate In
5Pol'tl • Do Homework • Do Ally
Work • Sava The Planet • Groom
• Go Outside • Think • Clan •
Write A look • Pay Bills (except
die pizza guy) • Talk • Stand Up
Fast • Lift Navy Things

,
Bae
e

The Legislative Session is Overt
Thanks to all students who telephoned their legislators. As
a result:
* There will be no tuition increase beyond the planned
4.4 O/o.
*The Washington College Promise Program passed out
of the House (96-0) but unfortunately died in the Senate.
* House Bill 1218 also pas_
s ed out of the House (92-6),
and it too died in the Senate.
Though not all legislation benefiting students succeeded,
through students persistence and determination we were
able to impact the process in Olympia.
1

I

Elections Are Coming!
Filing for ASCWU Board of· ·Directors positions runs from
April 6-21. Pick up election packets in SUB 214. Positions available are:

President .
Executive Vice
Vice President
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
I

President
For Organizational Affairs
for Academic Affairs
for University L~fe
for Student Facilities
for Political Affairs

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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News Briefs

Tuition increase fails
by Jiii Johnson
Managing editor

The 52nd Legislature came to
a close March 12, and with it
ended a session which was
critical to several areas of
higher education.
A tuition increase, which was
almost certain to pass, was
defeated and no additional increase, aside from the planned
4.4 percent tuition hike beginning fall of 1992 will be implemented.
Eric Peter, Central's student
board of director president,
called the Legislature decisions
not to add an additional tuition
increase "a sweet victory for
students."
House Bill 1218, which would
have required the addition of a
student as a voting member on
the board of trustees never
reached the the senate floor.
The bill which passed out of
the house with a 92-6 vote never .
made it out ofthe senate Higher
Education Committee.
Similarly, the Washington
College Promise Program,
which would have raised the
yearly income for families
wishing to qualify for financial

aid to $49,000 a year, passed
unanimously out of the ·house
96-0, but it too was sidelined in
the Higher Education Committee.
The bill would have omitted
property value in the computation offamily income as well as
providing more aid for first
generation college students.
Tuition waivers suffered a big
blow when the Legislature
passed down a mandatory reduction of the total amount of
tuition waivers by six percent.

"So the university will have
to go through and decide where
they are going to cut," Peter
said.
"They're going to be some
people who are going to be
upset and the university is
going to look like the bad guy,
but in this case it is not their
fault."
Although Peter praised Central students for taking an active role in voicing their con.cerns throughout the legislative session, he hopes that
student involvement will continue to rise.
"Higher Education will be
under the gun throughout the
90s," Peter said.
"We might have won the first
battle but students will have
to keep up the pressure in the
future."
Peter is hoping that the defeated 1218 bill will be reintroduced next year and that
with continued pressure from
students, higher education
will become a legislative priority.
"Everyone will be fightingfor
that extra dollar and unfortunately students are overlooked," he said.

New York Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton
went into Tuesday's primarys battling not only Jerry Brown,
but tough New York voters as well. Clinton received 38
percent of the votes while Tsongas, who is not actively running, received 30 percent, and Jerry Brown pulled in 26
percent of the votes.
President Bush won Kansas, New York, Wisconsin and
Minneapolis.
New York NHL players rejected the owner's offer for a new
contract Tuesday. Owners said this offer would be the last.
League President John Ziegler said the season and the
Stanley Cup playoffs will be canceled if the two sides cannot
come to an agreement.
Minneapolis The Duke Blue Devils quieted all detractors
Monday winning their second NCAA championship against
Michigan 71-51. The fab five caught the Blue Devils off guard
in first quarter but paid the price in the fourth.
Seattle After months speculating ifthe Mariners wiII be
moved to Tampa Bay, their season opened with a loss. The
Mariners, facing Nolan Ryan of the Texas Rangers, puiled out
to a 8 to 3 lead only to lose in the ninth 10-12. They face
Kansas City Friday.
Washington The Senate Ethics Committee has begun the
process of gathering information on the sexual misconduct
allegaticm facing Sen. Brock Adams made by Kari Tupper and
eight other women. The U.S. attorney's office refused to
,
prosecute Adams. Adams denied all allegations, but is ending
his bid for re-election. _.
·-

Water spill in drama department
Central's Drama Department was flooded with something other than good reviews
last Thursday-a watervalve
was left open on the second
floor and caused water damage and an electrical outage

to the costume shop and
storage area.
The flood, which was found
at 5 a.m. Thursday, began in
the costume shop and then
flowed downstairs.
The clean-up process took

two days and no damage estimates were available.
Mark Zetterberg, assistant
drama professor, said the flood
has no impact on current productions.

Washington Secretary of State James Baker III urged
Ukraine to cooperate with Russia Tuesday about trimming
nuclear stockpiles. He said if they don't conform they risk
losing U .S aid.

SONY Essential Classics on CD

.9 7 Each!
Vocal

Work,

.

ff

1,,.1
rSON~

0 r'J

carm1nq
. B urana~

Rutgers University Ch .
Ph1·1.
adelphia Orchestra
Eugene Ormandy
'':·.

Otr

~

Mozart: Syms. Nos. 35
"Haffner," 40 & 41 ''Jupiter''
Cleveland Orrhestra!George Sze/1

Many others to choose from.
No coupons accepted with this ad.

313 N. Pearl
925-6895
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Save the environment tour...

•

Brent DaPron/The Observer

The Steve Miller band performs 'Swing·Town.'
.,

THE

SPACE
C.OWBOY
Steve Miller r_ocks Ellensburg last Saturday
night at the Nicholson Pavilion
by Mike Radice
Editor

Mike Radice/The Observer

Steve Miller, known as the Space Cowboy, grins as the audience responds enthusl·
astically to his opening song.

Nicholson Pavilion saw a sporting
event ofa different sort Saturday night
as "The Space Cowboy" himself, Steve
Miller performed to a packed house at
Central, playing all the favorites that
have made him a Northwest icon.
Although tickets forthe event seemed
to many as overpriced, the reactions
of the crowd proved people were satisfied.
Since the pavilion seats about 3,000,
every seat in the house was a good
one. · People danced and sc:reamed
along to favorites like "Jet Airliner,"
"Space Cowboy," ''True Fine Love" and
others.
The Steve Miller Band came
to Central as a part of their
"Lost Cities" tour. The· tour,
which will bring Miller to
places like Ames, Iowa and
Ann Arbor, Mich., was established to increase the awareness of the problems facing
the global ecology.

''

You're the best
and the brightest this country
has to offer. It's
up to you to
make a difference.

''

Brent DaPron/ TheObserver

3,000 Steve Miller fans crowd in front of the stage waiting In anticipation minutes before
the concert in Nicholson Pavilion.

The tour will finish up in
Boston, Mass. where they will
play with The Kinks, Midnight
Oil and others at the Annual
Earth Day festival April 25.
Between songs, Miller made
it a point to spark interest in
protecting the environment
from politicians claiming to be
environmental voters. Things
like clear-cutting and increasing pollution topped his list of
no-no's. He also encouraged
people to register to vote.
''You're the best and the

brightest this country has,"
he said. "It's up ·to you >o
make a difference.
"The politicians aren't going to do it because there's no
money in it for them."
I have lived in places like
Washington and Oregon, and
things like clear-cutting are
killing our world, he added.
"Ifit continues to go on like
it is now, in seven generations, there won't be anything
left," he said.
Miller is proud ofhis Northwest heritage arid the people
here. He made a point ofletting people know.
"I'm going to bring the spirit
of the Northwest to Boston
on Earth Day," he said.
After the show, members of
the student body and the
community distributed a
pamphlet to the concertgoers produced by Steve
Miller (printed on recycled
paper). The pamphlet listed
many problems and solutions. Among them:

•The problem:
• species are becoming
extinct everyday.
•Worldwide ecosystems
are being destroyed at
the rate of a football
field a day.
•What we need to do:
•We need to vote environmentally committed
representatives into
office.
•We need to watch them
like hawks.
•We need to register to
vote.

''We need to build it up and
stop tearing it down." Steve
Miller:> '92.
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Exercise and self defense under one roof
Central student teaches the ancient art of Tae kwon do

i~

by Brent DaPron
Scene editor

It's spring again-time to get
the old bod in shape and, while
you're at it, maybe get some of
the winter cobwebs out of your
noggin.
Here's a suggestion from
someone who does that kind of
stuff everyday and loves it.
Tae kwon do.
Central student Shelby
Shearer, a sophomore from
Seattle, teaches this ancient
Korean martial art four nigh ts
a week at Washington Elementary School, 506 N.
Sprague. The classes run from
6:30 to 8 p.m.
The name comes from the
Korean words "tae" (hand),
"kwon" (foot), and "do" (way).
But don't be fooled-the art
uses every muscle in your body,
including the one between your
ears.
"The goal oftae kwon do is to
help a person develop a perfect
character and perfect physical
condition and integrate it into
a whole," says Shearer. "It's a
way of life."
The goal is to learn how to
control yourself or teach your- ·
self how to refrain from fight-

Central student and teacher of the tae kwon do, Shelby Shearer, performs a jumping side
kick at a competlti~n in Seattle.

ing, he says. Students are also
encouraged to compete at any
of the six tournaments
throughout the Northwest each
·year. The tournaments offer
students a chance to test their
skills safely against oth•er
members outside the class.

KEN'S AUTO WASH II

!!

1013 E. 10th Avenue
Ellensburg.WA 98926
925-7915

There are six levels of skill in
tae kwon do. Each is represented by a belt of color. The
colors from beginner to expert
are white, yellow, blue, purple,
brown, and black. Each of the
colors through brown belt has
two levels, or degrees, of experience. The final belt, the black,
has nine levels.
· "One would have to devote
his entire life to tae kwon do
and be in he 80s to achieve a
ninth degree black belt," said
Shearer.

''We are looking to make role
models in society," he said.
Shearer began studying karate at age 12. By his late teens
he had discovered tae kwon do
and is presently working toward his second degree as a
black belt which he hopes to
complete this coming January.
His goals in tae kwon do are
two fold, he says: "I want to
become better at teaching and
competing."
His ultimate goal is to achieve
a ninth degree black belt.

Ellensburg
Presently there are about
20 students in his current
class; most of them are white
or yellow belts. The two most
advanced students are David
and Tracy Rambo, who both
have blue belts.
"The class is taught with kids
and adults combined," Shearer
explained. "This teaches kids
how to defend themselves
against adults."
Classes begin with a 20
minute stretching period, followed by a warm-up period of
sit-ups, push-ups and other
exercises to make sure stud en ts' bodies are totally
warmed up.
Next, the class practices
hyung patterns, techniques
and moves to aid in learning
self-defense, timing and technique. This is followed by 20
minutes of aerobic exercise to
develop stamina.
Finally, the class practices
controlled sparring, in which
they have a chance to practice
controlled tae kwon do moves
against each class memberfor
a minute before rotating to
the next person.
"It's a total body workout
and you feel good about what .
you have done," said Liesl
Stahlbaum, a tae kwon do student and resident. "We learn
to concentrate so much in class
that it carries over into everything we do."
After a few weeks of this,
you could down a term paper
like it wasn't even there.

The Conference Program is now accepting applications for

Espresso

Frozen Yogurt
4 Flavors

Hot Dogs
•2 Hot Dogs for 89¢.
• Snack Foods

German Sausages 89¢

(ID PIO-N EER®
CAR
STEREO SALE
(Entire month of April)
--·---.=.:=~~

~
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AM-FM Cassette Deck
Stereo's starting at

'139 96

'199 96
Pioneer 6" by 9" Speakers.
3 Models to choose from.
Starting
at

I

69 95 air
.

Pioneer 6" Door Speakers.
4 models to choose from.
Starting
at

14915 .
pair

INSTALLATION AVAILABLE!
...,

L

411 N. Pearl

st.

0

y

M

E

N
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Radio & Television

Applicant must be a CWU student, 21 years of age or of junior
status, and possess a valid Washington State driver's license.
Summer Session enrollment is not required.
Conference-hosts are expected to be in the residence building
overnight whenever a group is staying in the building and must be
available for work at all times except during classes. Employment
is from June 14, 1992 to the end of Summer Session.
Salary: Hosts are compensated with room and board for general
duties and $100 per month for registration and off ice duties.
River Float Gulde
Applicant must have river floating knowledge, plus experience,
and a valid Washington State driver's license.
Lifeguard, CPR and first-aid training are prefer~ed.
Salary: $7 per hour.

Business Week Counselor

Pioneer KE-3838 Our
Best Seller! Deluxe Only

De ,.n 'B

p

Conference Hosts

THI ULTIMATE fl!OZEN 'IOCURT••

•Bud 12 pk. bottles - $7.99

~-·

M

HOl1~ Hill

Beer Special

·-

E

~fMMS..

Try Iced Mochas & Lattes.
Lots of New Flavors. Torani
Small & Large Bottles.

• Coors Dry 6 pk. - 3.39

SUMMER

Applicant must be a CWU student, 21 years of age or of junior
status, and be available for work at all times except during classes.
A valid Washington State driver's license is also required.
The work schedule will be determined by the number of
Business Week sessions held at CWU.
Salary: Room and board plus $165 per week will be
paid during scheduled work weeks.
Security
Applicants must be
years of age with good references, possess
a valid Washington State driver's license and be able to work
independently during the evenings and late nights.
Character investigation is required.
Salary: $5 per hour.

21

Application forms are available at Courson Conference Center,
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m., (telephone: 963-1141).
Return completed applications by 5 p.m., Friday, April 30, 1992.
These temporary positions are expected to begin
June 14 and terminate August 21, 1992.

T
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ENTERTAINME.N T REVIEW
Michael Douglas shocks audiences with 'Basic Instinct'
Sharon Stone and
Michael Douglas collide in
"Basic Instinct," the steamy,
suspenseful thriller from director Paul Verhoven. ''Basic
Instinct" has attracted its
share of criticism, due mostly
to the movie's portrayal of
the homosexual comm unity.
"Basic Instinct" plays
through Thursday night at
the Liberty theater.
In "Basic Instinct,"
Michael Douglas plays Nick
Curren, a burned out police
detective, investigating the
murderofa rock and roll star.
Sharon
Stone
plays
Catherine Trummell, the
star's girlfriend, and possible
murder suspect.
Curren's investigation is anything but routine.
Curren finds that Trammell
had written a book prior to
her boyfriend's death that
mirrors the events of his
death. Did Trummell kill her
boyfriend? Ifshe did, she could
use the book as her alibi. Or
.did someone follow the fateful events ofTrummell's book

loose, but who?
"Basic Instinct" has received
its share ofcriticism.
For weeks, picketers have voiced their
objections to the
movie's portrayal of
the homosexual
community. Others
have objected to the
explicit nature ofthe
sex scenes in "Basic
Instinct." Both are
legitimate complaints.
Many
movie-goers sug- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - gest, though, that
Ian Hamilton
the scenes help to
_S_ta_ff_w_rit_e_r____________ develop characters
in the movie, as well
as the storyline itto frame her? Things don't
self.
Stone,
herself, has exadd up, and there is no physipressed those feelings in telecal evidence. In either case,
vision interviews. Stone
there is a psychotic on the

stands behind Verhoven's liberal use of nudity, sex, and
lesbianissues,justifyingthem
as substantial i.n the building
of her character.

''

I heard it
was two ·
hours of sex
scenes.

News travels· fast.
Most movie-goers had heard
about the protests. Some even
suggested that they were attracted to the movie by the

protest. Many members of the
predominantly male audience
admitted that they had heard
about the sizzling sex scenes
between Sharon Stone and
Michael Douglas. "I heard it
was two hours of sex scenes,"
said one patron. Others denied the connection. "I'm here
for the plot; strictly for the
plot," said another viewer.
· Most viewers enjoyed
the movie. Several audience
members found their assumptions to be completely off base.
No one found "Basic Instinct"
predictable. It keeps you
guessing all the way to the end
and beyond. Some members of
the audience were still rethinking their conclusions
days after the movie.
All in all, a great effort
by Verhoven, Douglas, and
Stone.

Expcrknce comfort in exciting new color'>
and styk·s for men, "'omen
anJ chilJr~·n. Repair
sci'· ice avai lal>lc. ____.

Mundy's Shoes Store
Downtown Ellensburg

~~

~ ~o

cY.p<?s RUBBLE
Good used
household
furnishings,
glassware,
tables, beds,
etc.
925-9047

305 N. Pine

BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPANY;·ASI{ FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.·
Y°mto a retirement coll}pany. You put
~u put m~re than just your savings

2,200 nationwide, that received these
highest marks.

in your trust and hopes for the future,
too. So before ~ou choose one, ask some
questions. How stable is th~ company?
How solid are its investments? How sound
is its overall fmancial health?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings ,of independent analysts.
Three companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding out how strong a
- fmancial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.

CREF. FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LETTER-PERFECT.
TIAA received A+ from A.M. Best Co. ,
AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa
from Moody's Investors Service. These
'
ratings reflect TIAA's reliable claims-paying
I
ability, exceptional financial strength,
superior investment performance, a nd low I
expenses. With its guaranteed rate of return I
and opportunity for dividends, TIAA is
I
one of less than ten companies, out of
I

For further growth pqtential and diversification, there's the CREF variable annuity
with four different investment accounts to
give you the flexibility you want as you
save for the future.
Together, TIAA and CREF form the
nation's largest private retirement system,
with over $95 billion in assets and more
than 70 years of experience serving the
education community. For over one million
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF.

,-------------

On the way to the lake stop
by and try our new drink

GRANITA
ITALIAN

ICE Open weekdays
6:30 am to 5:30 pm
Sat. 8 am to 4pm

SEND NOW FORA FREE
RETmEMENTINVESTMENTKIT,
including a Sp.:n~r/ R.:pwl on TIAA in vestments .
Mail this coupon to: TIAA-CREF. D e p t. QC.
·
730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017, Or call

1 800-842-2733, Ext. 8016.
N11mc ( Pl ease p r int )
,J,J,lre..;.-

1
1

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:M

I
I
I
I

City

St,,te

Zip Ci•1ie

ln..-tilu/1;111 (full name)
Title

f),,ylimc Pbo11e (

TIA A-CRF.F P11rl1i·ipa11/

0

J;-~,.

!lye..·, St•<"urf Sernrity #

ONo

CN
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Central hosts Japan W~ek III
Japan Week draws a multitude of cultural activities throughout the week
by Brent DaPron
Scene editor

Central and Kittitas County
are sponsoring Japan Week III,
a state-wide celebration corresponding with an annual
Japanese festival known as
Haru-Ichiban, which means
"first wing of spring." this
week.
"Japan Week is a great opportunity for people to learn
about Japan and Japanese
culture,"
said
Mariko
Miyamoto, an exchange student from Japan who sang the
Japanese national anthem at
the opening ceremony.
Anne Farkas, international
programs administrator assistant, said students and
residents will be able to appreciate and understand the
Japanese culture by participating in activities.
"They have a chance to see
similarities between our two
cultures," Farkas said.
A display of Japanese paperart will be featured at Sarah
Spurgeon Art Gallery through
Friday. "It's a very high art
form," said Farkas.
The Ikenobu School will be
demonstrating the techniques
of Ikebana (Japanese flower
arranging) in the Hal Hornes
Center Thursday.
"It simplifies strength in simplicity," Farkas said. "It'saskill

Reverend
Katherine
McCartney expresses the
spiritual viewpoint of the
Progressive Spiritual Church
of Tacoma.

Historical
perspectives
of worn.en
and religion
by Chandra Burdette
Brent DaPronfThe Observer

that looks natural, but is very
difficult to put together. It's a
philosophical statement."
A children's activity hour
featuring Japanese crafts .for
children in the Hal Holmes
Center begins at4 p.m. Thursday.
Dr. Yukiko Tanaka, editor of
the book, "To Live and to Write:
Selections by Japanese Women
Writers 1913 to 1938?" will hold
lecture in the Grupe Center at
4:00 p.m.Thursday.
·

•

' '·\

.-.

.

products,

./

.

poc~oge·free

Staff reporter

Mrs. ~uriko Kometanl smiles In appreciation on how quickly members of the community
pick up on the an of 'Klrle' during a public demonstration.

Her discussion is titled,
"Japanese Women Writers of
the Twentieth Century."
"These women were politically
active and very much ahead of
their time in f erninist consciousness," said Diane
Rogers, interim foreign student adviser.
Central's Women's Resource
Center and Student Affairs are
sponsoring a screening of the
film, "The Story of Noriko" at
5:30 p.m. Thursday in the
-Samuelson Union Building pit.
Thursday night there will be
a showing of the film, "Muddy
River" in the SUB theater.
Friday there will be a demonstration of the technique of

foods ond items that last.
=

-<

I

RESERVE

"God is not a human figure,"
Reverend Katherine Mc
Cartney said. "I believe God is
shaping a Bonsai tree in the a force too big for us to perSUB Yakima Room.
ceive, and we have to break it
"It takes years and years to down so we can understand it."
develop and mold a Bonsia
Reverend Katherine Mc
tree," Farkas said. "They shape Cartney explained these ideas
the trees to suit their personal further Friday in the sub
taste."
Yakima room to a small preWinding up the Japan Week dominantly female crowd. She
activities,
Dr.
Donald was one of many people feaHellmann, professor of the tured during C.W.U's Women
Henry Jackson School for In- History Week.
ternational Studies, UniverMc Cartney was ordained at
sity of Washington, will be the Progressive Spiritual
holding a lecture titled: "U.SJ Church in Tacoma in Nov.
Japan Relations in the Twi- 1991, where she continues to
light of the Cold War" in the work today.
Grupe Center. Hellmann has
published six books on Japan
and specializes in Japanese See Mc Cartney/page 16
studies.
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START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS TRIS SUMMER.
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Apply now for six weeks of Anny ROTC leadership training. With pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, self-confidence
and decisiveness it takes to succeed in any career.
And you'll qualify to earn Anny officer credentials
while you're completing your college studies.
Find out more. Contact Captain Brogren
at Peterson Hall, Room 202, or call 963-3518.
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ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLI.EGE
COURSE YOU CAI TAKE.
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The Posies and The Divining Rods shook the sub
by Amy Garner
Assistant production manager

The SUB ballroom rocked to
the sounds of two up and coming Northwest bands last Friday night, The Posies and The
Divining Rods.
The Posies, a popular Seattle
band, consist of Ken
Stringfellow, 23, Mike
Mussburger, 24, andJonAuer,
22.
The three members became
friends about four years ago
while attending Sehome High
School in Bellingham, Wash.
That's when Stringfellow and
Auer moved into Mussburger's
house.

The original band included
bass player Rick Roberts, who
separated from the Posies several months ago to pursue
personal goals.
The band members are presently looking for a bass player
who willjoin them on a permanent basis, but until then they
have been playing with different musicians from throughout the Seattle area.
For the Ellensburg show the
band played with Joe "Bass"
Braxton who normally plays
with Sky Cries Mary.
''This is the first time we've

Ken Stringfellow
of the Pos~es strikes
some chords In front of
a cheering audience
last Friday night In
the Sub.

See Posies/ page 16

. ed·'

DOTTIE'S
CLASS!!at the Eagles Lodge-4th & Water

.

A.ft'"

5\r -

J\l

Morning 6:30-7:30a.m. Monday
-Friday
Evening 5:30-6:30p.m. Mon., Wed.,
Thurs., rri.
Saturday 9a.m.
Dottie Ro ers, certified instructor 925-1950

BERNl~Ei
STUDENTS ALWAYS
RECEIVE 20% OFF
EVERYTHING IN.STORE.
410 N. PEARL

~.

925-5942

.DR. MYRON LINDER
\I D_R. SANDY LINDER
,.

NEW Spring '92 NIKE Hiking Boots

For the day hike or
the camping trip,
Nike offers the men's
and women's Trango
High. The split
leather and nylon
upper is extremely
comfortable,
supportive and
breathable. The
full-length EVA
midsole cushions
while the
solid-rubber lug
outsole provides
outstanding traction
in this all-purpose
hiking boot.

Caldera 3/4 Plus
Special Value!

$5999

962-2570 ·

Linder Chiropractic Center
1011 N. Alder ... next to campus

HOUSING SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
APARTMENT COMPLEX MANAGER
Central Washington University Housing Services, Button Hall, is now accepting applications for the position of Apartment
Complex Manager. There will be one open position starting in June, but all future positions will be filled from this posting
(to December 1992). An application and required evaluation forms must be completed and returned to the Housing Office
no later than 5 p.m., April 24, 1992.
Applicant must be a CWU student in good standing and eligible to live off campus in any housing unit. Duties include the
overall management of a university apartment complex, working closely with the Housing Office to assure that housing
policies and building security are maintained. Applicant must like working with people and should expect irregular hours.
The position is open to both single and married students of Central.
Applications are available at the Housing Office, Button Hall. Remember that the application and evaluation forms must
be completed and returned to the Housing Office no later than April 24, 1992. Interviews will be conducted during May of
1992. Applicant must advise Housing Services of any address changes while the application is on file.
If you have questions, contact Perry Rowe or Darlene York in the Housing Services Office, Button Hall, 963-1831. .
A,_f'.!t]li;_·-:-.
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AROUND THE COUNTY
Learn about local Columbia River
history on an aft~rnoon oUting
by Brent DaPron
Scene editor

Many students
who prescribe to
the theory tliat
there is nothing to
do in Ellensburg
should take note.
Ellensburg, and
its outlining areas,
offers a rich source
of
activities
throughout the
year.
Our first stop will
be
at
the
Wanapum Dam
Visitor's Center,
located 35 miles
from Ellensburg on
the
Columbia
River near VanBrent DaPron/ The Observer
tage. This is a great
place to take visit- One of the many dioramas represented at the Wanapum Interpretation
ing parents. The Center shows the Wanapum Indians engaged In the fierce battle of Nez
Visitor's Center is Perce fought near Steptoe Butte, Washington.
open everyday 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Visitor's Center shows Utility District of Grant in the Visitor's Center offer a
a large number of artifacts County, unco.vered artifacts glimpse at native religion,
and displays that tell the story from villages, caves, and fish- fishing and hunting techbehind the Columbia River ing camps along the Colum- niques, homes, and local geography.
and the people who lived on bia River.
These and other Indian relits shores.
The center also offers guided
For thousands of years the ics are on display at the tours between the months of
April and November. .
Columbia River has sup- Visitor's Center.
The Visitor's Center also ofported native people who
made their homes in caves fers two picnic areas and a
created by the erosive powers scenic observation deck that Editor's note: Each week
of the river. They left numer- overlooks the spillway of the throughout spring quarter, The
ous artifacts along the shores Wanapum Dam and down- Observer will highlight unique
and scenic places to visit all
and buried their dead on is- river.
lands in the river. This winInformation about recre- within reasonable driving dister refuge for the natives of- ational activities and wildlife tance from Ellensburg.
fered a reliable source offood. arom:id the Columbia River
University of Washington can be obtained at the Visitor's
archaeologists, working in Center.
coope~ation with the Public
Some of the other displays

The Posies/from page15

Mc Cartney/from page 14

played with a real musician,"
McCartney said because our
Stringfellow said this with a society used to be extremely
smirk.
male dominated, God, being a
The Posies said they were ex- person of power, received a
cited for the Ellensburg show, male gender identity.
which was their first in four
Mc Cartney does not believe
months, because it gave them God is male or female, but a
an opportunity to play before a supreme being too big for us to
live audience before they leave define.
for New York next week to beArchaeological findings show
gin recording a new album due cultures did not only worship
out next fall.
gods, but goddesses as wen, Mc
The Ellensburg show was Cartney said.
sponsored by Central's campus
Mc Cartney's bibliography
radio station KCAT.
sheet said. "Katherine believes
When the band is not practic- that women can enrich their
ing they do a variety of different individual searches for their
activites including talking on own self-enpowermentthrough
the phone, drinking coffee, and knowing what women have
feeding the fish.
given in the past, are contribMussburger likes to read and uting today, and insight into
watch television, listing shows what the future can hold ifthey
like the Dating Game and Studs reach out and claim their heriamong his favorites.
tage"
Auer spends his time away
from the Posies promoting other
local bands. He recently finished
doing studio work with another
Seattle band, Tad.
He also enjoys making salads,
and according to the other band
members he is busy designing
and naming different theme
salads throughout the worldalthough Auer himself has no
knowledge of any of these salad
expeditions.
The Posies are still waiting for ~~~~~=~~~=~~~~
what they consider to be their
big break, but as of now they are
expecting their fame to come
when they are elected to state
senate they said jokingly.
The Posies have never really
considered themselves to be a
truly alternative band and don't
see their music as falling into
one specific music category.
"People can call us whatever
they want, even if it's mean,"
Stringfellow said.
S~3MSNV

2-2-2
Special
2 PIZZAS cmec1um or pen>
2 TOPPINGS oneechpizza
2 CANS of Coke or Diet Coke

$12.22p1uamx

F ashions•Gifts•Service
Downtown Ellensburg

I
OFFER
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with
AVAILABLE
I any other offer. Prices .ITli;\Y vary.. Customer pays FOR PICK-UP
sales tax. L1mrted delivery area. Our OR DELIVERY
I applicable
drivers carry less than $20.00.

naut1ca.

Dining
Alone?

Mens Sportswear

Introduce yourself to
the Quality and Com/ort
of Nautica, Outerwear
and Sportswear at
Berry's. You'll stand
ready to meet ~he elements in these specially
crafted jackets of a
durable outback cotton
and nylon blend!

>-~
a:o

Wz
>o
w~

Sizes M-XL,
$110 to $125

$3.00 OFF

Introductory Special Save $20

Any Large Pizza or

on all jackets
April 9th thru 18th , 1992

!Free (jift 'Wrapping
']JrUfa{ &

-.

(jift ~gistry

Layaways 'WeCcome

Mon.-Thur. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. - Sp.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sunday 12 - 4 p.m.

$2.00 OFF
Any Medium or Pan Pizza or

rt.lll·alH
blld ill

I

$1.00 OFF
Any Small Pizza
Expires: 6-15-92

I

OFFER

I Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with AVAILABLE
I any other offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays FOR PICK-UP
sales tax. Limited delivery area. Our OR DELIVER y
I applicable
drivers carry less than $20.00.

...
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SPORTS

Cats' back to tl!e wall early

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

'Cat catcher Chad Bala gives the umpire time to call strike three on another LC. Stater.
by Eric Sawyer
Staff reporter

The Wildcat baseball team
traveled south to California for
spring break to play some stiff
NCAA competition.
At times during the trip, the
'Cats play resembled brilliance,
but at other times resembled
the "Bad News Bears."
Jeff Zehnder, provided the
lone highlight in the season
opener against Cal-State at
Hayward. After a lead-off
single by shortstop Scott
Chamberlain, Zehnder took a
fastball and delivered a monstrous home run over the left
field wall. That was to be all of
Centrals scoring as the 'Cats
were ransacked 20-2.
Central's next stop was
Stockton, Ca. The University
of Pacific did much of the same
damage that Hayward did. The
Boxers pummeled the 'Cats 164. Catcher Chad Bala, first
baseman Charlie Worley,
Chamberlain and Zehnder
each collected two hits in the
losing effort.
The 'Cats reached San Diego
for a four team tournament that
saw Central facing the host.
team in the first round. Central won its first round game
posting a 6-4 victory that saw

Chamberlain get three hits and
Zehnder four. Dean Martinez
pitched strong for the 'Cats
going five innings, scattering
five hits, and keeping San Diego off balance all afternoon.
Deric Rico pitched for two
strong innings, and Sehlin two
as he got the save.
The second round opponent
proved to be a little tougher,
the Hawks of Cal Lutheran.
An explosive first inning for
the Hawks proved to be too
much for the 'Cats a.s they
pushed across eight runs.
Central didn't score until the
bottom of the ninth with ·two
outs as Bala hit a solo home
run to ·r uin -the shut-out for
Hawk pitcher Dempsey. The
final was a dismal 15-1, as the
'Cats record went to 1-3.
The 'Cats had to win just one
game to advance to the championship game and get revenge
at Cal-Lutheran. Standing in
the way was WisconsinWhitewater.
The 'Cats
scratched and clawed their way
through the game, losing in
the end despite a valiant late
comeback. Down 6-4 in the top
of the ninth, Eric Sawyer led
off with a single. Aft~r two
consecutive outs Bala doubled
to score the run. Zehnder was
intentionally walked to avoid
his bat and set up the force out.
Sean Sehlin, a pitcher with

minimal hitting experience,
then struck out on a questionable called third strike.
The tournament format had
the 'Cats play WisconsinWhitewater for the tliird and
fourth place game. The 'Cats
out-hit Wis-Whitewater 8-5,
but lost the game~8-4. Central
ended up in fourth place.
On the way back to Ellensburg, Central played Cal State
Stanislaus. Unconscious
pitching from starter Mike
Leninger and long reliever
Brady Nelson proved too much
for CSS. Leninger pitched for
five innings before he had to
leave because of injury. The
two combined to scatter seven
hits as Central gathered 13 hits
of their own en-route to an
impressive 6-1 victory. Derek
Knight collected four hits.
Bala, Kevin Smith, ·and Jim
Paoletti each had two hits.
The Cats hosted the University of Washington on March
31. Tom Milligan led Central
hitters with three hits, Zehnder
had two. With the 'Cats leading 8-5 in the top ofthe seventh
inning, things unravelled. UW
combined five hits, three walks,
two hit batters, and one error
for nine runs. They added four
more in the eighth as they ran
aw~y with an 18-8 victory.
Central faced league opponent
Whitman for a doubleheader

Walt Atkinson/The Observer

Dave Hoff enjoys a base hit with assistant coach Magruder.

on April 1. They lost the first was an exhibition. Worley had
one 11-9, and had to finish the three hits, including a homesecond one later due to dark- rnn, while Milligan and Brett
ness.
Meeks. had two hits.
League rival Whitworth was Zehnder leads all Central hitnext up for the 'Cats. A dismal ters with a .372 avg., followed
defensive performance and lack by Bala and Chamberlain, .370,
of offensive punch were the and .364, respectively. The
difference as Whitworth won 'Cats overall record is 2-10,
easily 11-4. Smith, Knight, while their league record is 1Bala, Paul Huddleston, and 3. Central will need to win at
Loren Sandhop all had two hits least eight of its last 11 league
including Smith's two run games in order to qualify for
home run.
the playoffs.
Lewis and Clark State, deThe team travels to La
fending national champions, Grande, Ore. for a non-district
showed no mercy on the 'Cats doubleheader with Eastern
as they scored 38 runs in two Oregon State College this Sungames. The first game (19-5), day.
counted on the 'Cats league
The next home contest is
record, while the second(19-9), Wednesday, April 15.

Fight for life comes to Central
by Ron Munson
Sports editor

Imagine recovering .alcoholics and former drug abusers
stepping into a boxing ring to
fight police officers in a charity
exhibition boxing ll)atch.
One would think these people
would love a chance to pound
someone on the opposite side of
the law.
But such personal agendas do
not exist with the volunteers in
the "Round 9-Charity Boxing
Exhibition."
The exhibition is scheduled
for Friday night in Central's

SUB Ballroom.
Matches will range from 13year-olds to an "over 50" class.
Other bouts will include Gary
Reynolds, a counselor at the
James Oldham Treatment
Center, and Central's own
Tracie Mackenzie, who was an
all-league, All-American linebacker this year and is now a
reserve campus police officer.
One of the bouts will feature
campus . policeman Terry
Borcke versus Jack Kelleher,
vice president of KQBE radio.
In all, there will be four Ellensburg policemen and two
campus policemen going up
against former alcohol and

drug abusers.
The real winners of this exhibition will be the Ellensburg
Youth Center and the Fight
For Life Club in Yakima, who
will receive the proceeds from
the exhibition.
According to event organizer
Joe Coiley, the real fight is for
the youngsters who have nowhere to go and little to do.
Coiley knows about that. After spending some time in
prison himself, he recognized
the need for a place that kids
could go and vent frustrations ·
and be welcomed by others in
similar situations.
Coiley started the Fight For

Life Club in 1985 and has been
putting on these "John Q. Citizen versus law enforcement"
exhibitions as a way to reach
as many people as possible. The
exhibitions also fnnd the club.
"Boxing is a disguise; it's a
way to channel frustration,"
Coiley said.
"The bottom line is this.is fun
and we give the kids something
to do."
There are 16 regular memhers and up to 30 kids who can
befonndatanytimeintheclub
playing video games, boxing,
or just hanging around.
The exhibition is sponsored
by Drug Abuse Program Pre-

vention Education and Refferal
(DAPPER), University Recreation, and ASCWU.
If the event proves successful, the organizers would like
to make Central a yearly stop
on a planned nationwide tour.
As for the volunteers, everyone gets a trophy for participating. Those attending the
exhibition will get to vote for
the "best show" award, which
is an even bigger trophy. Both
boxers in the "best show" bout
will receive awards.
Tickets are $3.50 in advance
and can be purchased at the
SUB, or $4 at the door. The
first bout begins at 8 p.m.
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Central Baseball schedule for April
April 12

15
17

22
24
26
27
29

at Eastern Oregon (2), 1 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran, 2 p.m.
at Lewis-Clark State (2), 3 p.m.
at Pacific Lutheran (2), 1 p.m.
at Puget Sound (2), 1 p.m.
Canada NBI (2), 1 p.m.
Canada NBI, 1 p.m.
at Whitwor!h (2), 1 p.m. _

Track and Field schedule for April
April 9-10

at Puget Sound Invitational
14
at Gonzaga Invitational
20-21 at Lower Columbia Invitational
23-24 at Western Washington Invitational
30
at Simon Fraser Invitational

Yakima soccer
league in need of
women hooters
A Yakima co-ed soccer league
is looking for women players,
preferably 25 years old or
older, to fill up rosters on coed soccer teams.
Dr. Peter Saunders of the
economics department at
Central, is recruiting women
who are interested in playing
soccer.
The games are every
Wednesday or Thursday eve-

Free Bike
Registration!
April 13 - 17, 1992
11 a.m. - 2 p.m., daily
Registration table will be at the
west entrance of the SUB.
Don't forget to bring your bike.
Come into The University Store
and with your proof of bike
registration slip, you may
purchase a HIGH-TECH U-BAR
BIKE LOCK AT COST!
Regular price
$21.99

ONLY

s

14 29
•

Master Lock also provides a limited
guarantee if the theft of your bike
is due to the lock being broken or
opened by other forceful means.
They will pay you the value
of your bike up to $500!
Sponsored by

nings at 5:30 p.m., and every
Sunday at the new Chesterlee
fields in Yakima.
There is a $32 fee which goes
to the Washington Soccer Association. The fee covers insurance and gives the cardholder
permission to take part in any
W.S.A. event for the next two
years.
The league lasts until the first
week of June and then starts
again in the Fall. There are
also summer tournaments for
those interested, according to
Dr. Saunders.
For more information", contact
Dr. Saunders at 963-1266 during the day.

CLASSIFIEDS
CASH FOR BOOKS
Fourwinds Bookstore (textbooks
excluded). Call Richartl 9622375. 200 E. 4th.
NOW is ~our chance to stud~
e~w~g1-:Ia 1~~u ready to go .

·

FUN SUMMER JOBS!
F.lvina Horseshoe Ranch for
fi
Ctfildfen, near Cle Elum, is
hiring boys and girls counselors.
Ef)joy (horsebacR riding, swimrrung, need at least one
hf~g~ard), hiking, etc., while
a1 rnng valuable experience.
a 1 ary Ph..1s room ar'ld board.
he ranch also needs cooks.
Responsible for keeping hungry
campers and staff well red.
.Jf
Mush be a good cook, ~fficient
k itc ~n woi'ker and enJO..Y.
~~gg.e. Call Penny: 1-674-

~

i

CUBA LE~SONS
SUPPLIE
IGN UP N W. CONTACT
JOHN MOSER JR. 925·1272

HAVE YOU HEARD
That Exercise Reduces Stress?

?

?

·??Got Any Ideas? ·
.

?•

?

WEDO·

?•

1c1

MOUNTAIN-HIGH

SPORTS
Rolferblading, Biking, HackySa~:
Running, Camping, Swimming, Skiing,
Softball, Soccer, Tennjsf Waters"iimg,
Jetskiing, W~.ndsurfing, Walking",
Basketball, Badminton,' Golf, & Frisbee
-- CALL US
(or come in)

925-4626
-, WE CAN HELP

\ ~·
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The M's are playing .hardball

So begins another Major
League Baseball season and
the Seattle Mariners will be
staying in the Pacific Northwest for their 16th year.
The '92 M's have a slightly
different look about them this
year, however, the main question will be pitching, again.
The M's are coming off their
best season in franchise history
(83-79) and should be a factor
in the American League pennant race.
The M's off-season consisted
of one major trade. They sent
three pitchers, including
starter Billy Swift, to San
Francisco for power hitter
Kevin Mitchell.
Mitchell will key the M's offense, but, more important
than being a home-run hitter,
he will take the pressure from
Ken Griffey Jr., Edgar
Martinez and Jay Buhner.
Tino Martinez and Harold
Reynolds will also be solid. The
M's also have a good pair of
pinch-hitters in Henry Cotto
and Greg Briley.
Once the M's get on board,
new manager Bill Plummer has
promised to run the bases hard
and produce as many runs as
possible. The Mariners are notorious for not bringing people
home.
With all the experience and
hard work devoted to the new
offense, this will be the M's

by Ron Munson
Sports editor

new strong point. They should
hit and score well this year
while winning more of those
one-run games they usually
lose.
Defensively, the M's infield
has potential to be one of the
best in the American League.
With underrated Edgar
Martinez on the hot comer and
Omar Visquel at shortstop it
will be tough for opponents to
ground the ball into left field.
Don't forget Golden Glover
Reynolds at second base and
one of the best defensive
catchers in the league, Dave
Valle.
The M's led the league in
double plays last year and·
should repeat.
As for the outfield, Buhner's
got a rifle in right field and

base runners won't challenge
him often.
·
What can I say about future
hall-of-famer, Griffey Jr., that
hasn't been said already? His
defense will lead him back to
the All-Star game as the leading vote-getter, again.
Pay particular attention to
"the Kid" when Seattle travels
to Yankee Stadium. He loves
to play against the Yankees,
especially ir.. New York.
As for toughness of schedule,
the American League West
~hould be competitive. Last
year, the Minnesota Twins
went from worst to first, proving anything can happen. Look
for Oakland to rebound. Also
look for long winning streaks
from the Twins, the Texas
Rangers and possibly the Chicago White Sox.
The teams which could go either way would be the Kansas
City Royals and the California
Angels.
One thing is certain. Without
strong pitching, the season
could be long for any of these
teams.
The Mariners have two
proven starters in Randy
Johnson and Eric Hansen.
They have one of the best
closers in the league in Mike
Schooler, but everything in
between remains a question
mark.
New starter, Russ Swann, will

~REE
~

LOVING NANNY NEEDED for our
lovely one -year old daughter. Live
in our beautiful residential New
Jersey home and provide full time
weekday child care. Occasional
errand-running, house tidying and
evening babysitting requested too.
Fun "thirtysomething" parents-Mom's from Seattle, Dad's from
lreland--both work. Benefits include
private room and bath, family
meals, use of car, round-trip airfare,
paid 2-week vacation. Love of
children, energy and minimum one
year commitment required. Childcare experience preferred. $150/
week beginning late June.
Apply in writing to : Devereux
Family, 7 Fremont Road, Summit,
New Jersey 07901 or call Liz
Brandzel (206)524-2116 evenings.

Household
Hazardous Waste
Round-Up

May 2, 1992

Specialty Shows

9:30 am - 4:30 pm

<

· L.Super 1

~:~

Metal Melfdown--Mondays 9pm to Midnight
"The Best Hard Rock & Heavy Metal in the Valley'

Foods Parking Lot
Ellensburg
If Your Group or Organization
Would Like to Learn More
About Household Hazardous
Waste, Call Our County
Extension Service or Health
Department to Arrange a
"Hazard Free Home" _
Presentation.

North by Northwest--6pm to 9pm
"This Show Sucks, So Listen"

In Focus--Wednesday 6pm to 9pm
"If You'e Not in Focus)'ou'e out"

have to deliver at least 12 wins
if the Mariners want to contend.
Relievers Gene Harris and KD
Jones must also play over their
heads for the M's to make a
legitimate run at their first
pennant.
My predictions: Look for Tino
Martinez to take the starting
spot at first base from ·Pete
O'Brien by the All-Star break.
Watch for a team-record of
Mariners to go to the All-Star
game. Griffey Jr., Mitchell and
maybe Reynolds or Johnson.
Bet on the M's to come in
third place or better.
Remember, like the Super
Bowl, you heard it here first.

.

Club 91--Wednesday 9pm to Midnight
"The Valley's Only Dance Show"

Christian Rock Chronicles--Sunday 3pm to 6pm

Call the Kittitas County Health Department
For More Infonnation 962-7515

"Praise & W>rship at Full Mume"

• Get Hookups For the Station in Bouillon 232

Co-sponsored by the Washington State Department of Ecology
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CLASSIFIEDS
Word Processing, Reports,
Resumes, Theses, and
Correspondence.
Reasonable rates. Patti Barnes.
Secretarial Services, Ltd.
962-6378
./
The Citv of Ellensburg is
currentrv acceptin~ applications
for volunteer posi ons on the
arts commission, eautification
commission, building app~als
board, cable TV comm1ss1on,
downtown task force, parks and
recreation cornmissior'I, plCJnrnng comm1ss1on, and senior
citizen's advisory commission.
Applic~tions may be obtained
from city hall, 2nd floor, 420 N.
Pearl. Applications must be
returned t:>y 5:00pm Monday,
April 27, 1992.
CREATIONS OFFERS
Transferable college credits for
easily comprehenaed self-help
course, plus lowest_prices
"buying program". Both 100%
uarameed. Also two remarkble income oppQrtunities.
hree stamps to POB 7628
Mesa, Ariz. 85216. (602) 9850069.

~

Blff Bend Community

~~e~R~s 'rb~s~~kllr~NfA.

has
ADVISORS for the U~ward
Bound Summer Resi ential
School, 6/19/92-7/31 92. Must
be a mature individual and have
c.om~et~d two year$ of college.
For plication ..and information
call ersonnel Office {509) 7626203. Closes 4pm, 4/22/92.
AA/EOE.
Thinking of taking some time off
from scliool?
need
MOTHER'S HELPERS/NANNIES. We h~ve prescreened
families to suit you. Live in
exciting New York City suburbs.
We are established since 1984

we

~~~w~~~ f-~K8~~~~~~'A.

For sate: GRE material
Genera; Test Book
General Test #6 & #8
Macintosh Software
Gener~! Test #4
All for 50
Call (5 9)663-6837.
Pack your bags and books
and take off! Jt's time to study
abroad! Call 963-3612.
Looki? for a top fraternity,
sororit or student org(lmzation
that w u Id like to earn :1>500$1000 for a one week oncampus r.narketin_g project. Must
be ornarnzed ancrharef working.
Call Sabrina 1-800-592-2121
X-151.
Study at KYOTO UNIVERSITY
of FOREIGN STUDIES in
Ja~an fQr one year. Call now for
ap licat1on information: 96336 2.
· Habla usted es_panol? Puede
. estudiar en Chile a la _
Universidad Austral <Valqi~ia).
Por favor, llamada a la oficma
de Pro_qramas lnternacionales:
963-3612.
SUMMER WORK! ALL MAJORS. Southwestern Company.
Travel, resume experience,
college creditt save $5400. For
more infqrma ion 962-4918
ADOPTION: Loving coupl~
hoping to adopt. we promise all
the best: fa miry, lovery home,
ducation, pets,. abundant love.
all attorney co1!.ect (Joan) 206
28-5858, File 9799.
Study SP.anlsh an_v _auarter In
Morella, Mexico. cwu and
CentrQ Mexicano Internacional
offer Spanish language and
culture elective crctss~~· The
cost is approximCJt.ely 2,000
per quarter for tu1t1on, ees,
housm~, meals, and excursions.

~

~fPJYt, 8:f1 ·~~~r~~ar~~~r13la-

.

, :·

'

Friday, April 10th
SUB Ballroom, 8:00 p.m.
$3.50 Advanced, $4.00 at door.

";, l ,'I Advance ticket sales in the SUB Ticket Booth. First come, first serve
'

1

seating! Limited Seating! Mocktails served by BACCHUS.
Anyone interested in participating in a boxing match with a friend
(or not such a friend) contact University Recreation or
D.A.P.P.E.R.
Sponsored by D.A.P.P.E.R., University Recreation, A.S.C.W.U., & Fight for Life

3s 12.
Study In Greece! Applications
for Fall Quarter are available
now. Take modem Greek
language, history, politics, and
a_rt flistorY_. For more info: call
Nomi, 963-3612.
All levels of Japanese Language taught 111 TolS}'o.. Japan,
tllrou_Qh a new ~WU program.
AUJP is an exciting opportunity
to live and studY in Japan. Can
Nomi at 963-3012 for more info.
Fall Quarter is open NOW!
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn
$5,000+/month. Free transportation! Room & Board. over
8,000 openinJJs. No _experience
necessarv. Male or Female.
For emrlOyment program call
Studen Emoloym_enf Services
at 1-20 -545-4155 ext. 359

April 10th, 11th, & 12th
OPEN April 13th at

202 N. Pine, Ellensburg, WA
(509) 962-9277
Hours

,

~

~Big

locker
rooms

Wood
Suspended
Floor! First 40
to show up! No
more 1 class

Aerobic
Room

Saunas

Mon.-Fri. 6 AM to 10 PM
Saturday 1OAM to 5 PM
Sunday
1 PM to 5 PM

Tanning Room,
Olympic Free
Weight machines

o~ly!

FIRST VISIT FREE
Award-Winning
Hometown Pizza

Wei.come Back
Students!

MAKE
MAMA
HAPPY

pzza

place
In the Plaza
716 E. 8th Ellensburg

We have games! Monopoly, Life,
Clue, Battleship, &
Rummikub-Give us your
suggestions!

Large Pizza (16")
Medium Price

I
I
I
I
I
I

DINE IN •CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

•

Frazzini's Pizza Place

I

•

FRAZZINI'~

PIZZA!

We also have darts

.---·~···················

:
:

pizza
place

EXPIRES June 12, 1992
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

.........................

: : $3.00 OFF
: :ANYLARGE(16")PIZZA
II
I
I
I
I
1
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
•
I

I •

$2.00 OFF :

ANYMEDIUM(13")PIZZA

:

II
I
I
I
I
1
I

DINE IN • CARRY OUT
FAST • SAFE DELIVERY

EXPIRES June 12, 1992

Frazzini's Pizza Place
.

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I

·-······················· ·-·······················
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:
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Buy one 3-ltem Medium
: :
Pizza at $7 .99 and get a
: •
second pizza of equal value 1 •
for $4.00!
: :
EXPIRES June 12, 1992

:

Frazzini's Pizza Place

•

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

• :

l •

All You Can Eat!
s

i
1
1

Reg. 4.99 --with Coupon Just

$4.49

:

EXPIRES June 12, 1992

Frazzini's Pi':za Place
OFFER GOOD ANY TUESDAY, 5 PM-7 PM

l
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I
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